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Release date: 2023-08-29 
 
Harmoney Released Features   

 
 Feature 27423/ECS-10798 - Block catalogue requests and orders if the address lines contain specific text/s 

 (customer specific development): 

• If the customer address contains certain words catalogue requests or orders from the web shop  
      are blocked by Harmoney. 

 
 Feature 27487 - Revenue recognition - Scrappings before departure reporting 

A new function parameter has been added in Harmoney to be used if you run an external WMS and 
revenue the invoice upon re-reported picking. This parameter controls that if there is a return report on 
only a few items on the invoice, the other items must be canceled first. 
 

• If no cancellation has been received, the re-reporting is set aside and retries are made continuously to 
be continued when the cancellation has been received. 
 

 This parameter applies at the company level and is controlled by Evolution Commerce. 
 

 
 
 Feature 26719/ECS-6680 – New Delivery method Early bird 

• Possibility to distribute packages with a new distributor EarlyBird. This solution requires a WMS 
partner that handles EDI and creates shipping documents. 
 

 Feature 26986/ECS-10609 - Bugfix in the Voyado solution and store (POS): 

• We have now solved the problem that sometimes a "Red cross" was displayed in the "Voyado Checks" 
button on the store display (POS). However, this happened very rarely but was due to the image 
crashing when it was updated simultaneously from 2 directions (2 processes). 
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       Feature Feature 27925/ECS-11783 - Possibility to mark that an item is "Shelf price marked": 
New column "Shelf price marked" on the "Several stock ID" tab located under the "Stock item" tab on the Item 
image. This property has existed before but is now displayed and updated from this tab.  
 
In the Help it says: 

• Shelf price marked - Marking that the current stock item is pricemarked on the shelf for the current stock 
id. 

This means that only one price label is created for replenishment to stock id. Regardless of the number items 
replenished. 
 

 
 

Feature 26028/ECS-9557 Accounting statistics - Search for all German data in one search 

• On the Posting statistics image, tab the Cost for sold items is it possible to search for information 
based on different search criteria (four options). 

 

 
 
 

Minor adjustments   
 
ECS 12171 - Split/Copy purchase orders 
• This change means that when we use Split/Copy for purchase orders, the "Minimum quantity"  

         parameter does not need to be taken into account. 
 

 
ECS 27204/ECS-10892 Change regarding GRUND in WebExport to Norce  

• Customer specific changes has been made in the logic for the export of articles to the web when a new 
GRUND activity has been added. 
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Harmoney Desktop Client 
 

• Reload of Harmoney for a new version is required.  
 
To get a new version of Harmoney, you have to start HarmoneyLoader by running "Harmoney - 
Production".  
You can launch HarmoneyLoader by hitting the Windows Key and searching for "Harmoney - Production". 
HarmoneyLoader can only download the latest version of Harmoney if there are no Harmoney processes 
running. 
 
 If you experience any problems with downloading the latest version, we recommend you restart your 
computer to ensure that no processes of Harmoney are running and then start HarmoneyLoader again.  
HarmoneyLoader will first try to download any new files and then start Harmoney by runninig 
PxxStart.exe.  
If you are unsure whether you have downloaded a new version, you can check the version number of the 
following component and compare it to the information stated below: 
PxxDelsystemWarehouse: (Version number will be updated and sent out once the release has been 
completed). 
 
For further information about the new Harmoney client see the Harmoney help "Latest version of 
Harmoney": 
http://10.210.21.30/docs-desktop/pages/starta-harmoney.html  
 
 

Important information Release August 29, 2023  
 
This Release will take a little longer to complete. The reason is that our last update was June 13, 2023 and 

 during  the summer we have been working on various projects that need to be added to Harmoney. 
 

http://10.210.21.30/docs-desktop/pages/starta-harmoney.html

